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Dear Madam 

Reduction in Orbital Spacing between US Direct Broadcast Satellites 

Reference Report No SPB-196 

The Federal Communications Commission CFCC") of the United States has requested 
comments on proposals to permit reduced orbital spacing between US Direct 
Broadcast Satellites ("DBS"). Cited as one of the proposals was the Petition for 
Declaratory Ruling of SES AMERICOM to provide DBS sewlces into the United States 
from 105.5OW under licence from Gibraltar.' I n  this letter the Gibraltar Regulatory 
Authority ("GRA") will address the underlying lTU processes tha t  relate to the 
105.SoW orbital location. The GRA believes the FCC should dismiss as the Petition 
for Rulemaking of DIREClV as unnecessary given the l T U  process in place. 

I n  TTU Region 2, the 12 G H t  broadcasting-satellite services ("BSS") band was 
planned over twenty years ago. This Plan included BSS channel assignments for the 
United States and other countries in the Region including the United Kingdom. The 
lTU Radio Regulations in Appendices 30/30A detail a process for changing the BSS 
plan to modify existing Plan assignments or to include new orbital assignments. The 
Radio Regulations require the administration requesting a modification of the plan to 
gain agreement of administrations whose assignments are identified as affected'. 
The protection requirements of those affected and the needs of those requesting a 
modification will vary and should not be forced to adhere to a single blanket 
technical standard. International coordination practice under lTU procedure 
recognizes the unique circumstances that can exist requiring flexibility in reaching 
agreement between parties. The D I R E C N  Proposal for Rulemaking proposes the 

' Under an International Telecommunications Union ('ITU") filing r a d e  by the United Kingdom 
on behalf of Gibraltar which IS an Overseas Territory of the United Kingdom. 

Methodology for identification affected assignments is in !he Radio Regulations 

. .. 



FCC adopt through a 
is not needed, and is 
GRA advocates the 

Rulemaking a single solution for reduced orbital spacing. This 
inappropriate to apply to filings of other countries. Instead, the 

continued pursuit of coordination under the TTu Radio 
Regulations. 

Yours sincerely 

Paul 3 Canessa 
Chief Executive 


